
This lesson enables students to experience the thought  
process, application design, appearance and texture of  
mosaic art by using simple tools and materials to create  
a quality piece.

Connecting to Art
Mosaic is an ancient art form that can be traced back  
to the 3rd century B.C. Mosaics come in many forms.  
Sumerians created mosaic patterns by using clay cones.  
The Greeks constructed mosaics out of colored pebbles  
and the Romans used various colored marble in mosaic  
construction. They are found in all sizes and are used for  
external ornamentation, murals, to emulate paintings and  
as decorative elements.

OBJECTIVES 
Students will learn about the history 
of mosaics. 

Students will use spatial reasoning 
for product application. 

Students will be able to create a  
mosaic using nontraditional materials. 

Students will design and illustrate 
mosaic pattern images. 

For grade levels 3–12.  
Instructions and materials are  
based upon a class size of 20–30 
students. Adjust as needed.

MATERIALS 
•  Grafix Colored Clear-Lay Sheets – assorted colors

•  Grafix Craft Plastic – 6x9" .020 mil 

•  Grafix Artist-tac – 5.5x9" 

•  Grafix Metallic Foil Board – Silver 10x13" 

•  Drawing paper 

•  Scissors

•  Cornstarch or baby powder

Grafix Colored Clear-Lay
Ideal for overlays, stencils and protective 
coverings.
Grafix Artist-tac
Two protective liner sheets pull apart to 
expose double sided micro adhesive dots.
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Fish Bowl Mosaic with Colored 
Clear-Lay and Artist-tac

NATIONAL CORE ARTS – ANCHOR STANDARDS:  
Creating: Anchor Standard #2 
Organize and develop artistic ideas in work. 

Presenting: Anchor Standard #5  
Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.

https://www.facebook.com/grafixinc
https://www.youtube.com/user/grafixarts
https://www.instagram.com/grafixartsplastics/
https://www.pinterest.com/GrafixArts/
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https://plus.google.com/102289830739412587466/about
https://twitter.com/ArtsGrafix
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DIRECTIONS 

1.  Create a sketch of the exterior and interior layout of the fish bowl. 
Include elements such as plant life, rocks and of course the fish  
themselves. Younger grades can keep these elements simple but  
older grades can get more advanced in the number of elements  
they include. 

2.  Make notes on the drawing as to what color of Clear-Lay will be  
used for which objects. Keep in mind students can layer colors on  
top of each other to vary their color palette or create darker colors.

3.  Cut bowl shape out of drawing and then trace and cut Grafix Plastic 
Craft Sheet to the shape of the bowl using scissors. 

4.  Precut “mosaic” tile shapes from the Colored Clear-Lay Sheets.  
Cut approximate quantity needed of each color for the project. 

5.  Artist-tac is a dot transfer adhesive. Peel off one liner (mark the back 
with an x and save as a protective sheet for later if students don’t finish 
within the class) and apply the Grafix Craft Plastic to the sticky side 
of the Artist-tac. Remove the Craft Plastic from the Artist-tac, set aside, 
sticky side up over your drawing so you can see the drawing under 
your Grafix Craft Plastic. You can reapply the first liner to the fish bowl 
and protect the adhesive surface of the Artist-tac while the artwork is  
in storage. The x allows you to remember which side is clean.  

6.  Apply Colored Clear-Lay mosaics to your design, leaving a small 
space between each tile creating a mosaic affect. Try not to touch 
the Artist-tac unnecessarily, in order to retain its adhesive quality. To 
change the color of a tile, simply layer tiles on top of each other using 
the Artist-tac on the back. If you make a mistake, reposition carefully  
or slide over to another spot. Tiles can only be moved once. After  
that, reapply Artist-tac to a new tile and add.

7.  When the entire surface is covered with Colored Clear-Lay mosaics, 
dust the surface with cornstarch or baby powder. This will go in the 
cracks between your Colored Clear-Lay mosaics and will adhere to 
the sticky dots to act as a grout. Use a soft cloth (old t-shirt works best) 
to build up the shine of your mosaic and buff off any adhesive residue 
that may be on the tiles. Several applications of the powder may be 
helpful to build up the “grout” appearance.

8.  Give a glass-like appearance and enhance tile colors by applying  
a layer of Artist-tac to the backside of the fish bowl and mounting the 
piece onto a sheet of Metallic Foil Board. Cut to the shape of the 
bowl. For a more translucent appearance, omit this step.
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